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Terminology
in the European Parliament



The History of Translation and Terminology in the EU Institutions

The typewriter, 
the correcting
tape and the 

dictaphone

The resources for 
translation and 
terminology –
dictionaries and 
printed glossaries

The 
Terminology… 

database

The first training
rooms with 
computers
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Terminology work
in the central coordination

10 permanent staff posts

 Terminology trainees

 Communication trainees

 Rotating terminologists

(seconded translators)



Our partners in the Language Units

• “Part-time” terminologists –
translators carrying out terminology work 
on the side

• Minimum two terminologists per Unit

• Terminology Network – a network of 
around 120 terminologists of every 
language units (meetings twice a year and 
cooperating online)



External
communication

•Created in 2011
•Content on:
Terminology
Translation
 Interpreting
 Linguistics



Follow, Like, 
Connect, Retweet, 
Tag TermCoord!
In a desire to make it easier for
TermCoord’s community to find us on
our social media, we have created a
common brand. You can now find us on
the following links under the same
handle:

• Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/TerminEUrope/

• Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/termineurope/

• Twitter: https://twitter.com/TerminEUrope/

• LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/terminEUrope/

https://www.facebook.com/TerminEUrope/
https://www.instagram.com/termineurope/
https://twitter.com/TerminEUrope/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/terminEUrope/


Study visit from Portugal in TermCoord

Read the article here!

https://termcoord.eu/2021/10/study-visit-from-portugal-in-termcoord/


Let’s surf in IATE!



2018: The New IATE
• Interinstitutional terminological database of the EU Institutions;
• Created in 2002, new version released in 2018;
• Terms in the 24 EU languages;
• Fusion of digital databases like Eurodicautom(Commission) and 

Euterpe (Parliament);
• Managed by 10 EU Institutions;
• It is public and its content can be used for free;
• 21 domains and hundreds of subdomains based on EuroVoc

domains

https://termcoord.eu/iate/the-new-iate/


The New IATE – Search

Simple search



Expand fields
from results page

The New IATE – Search



Full entry 
view

The New IATE – Search



The New IATE – Search

Full entry:
trilingual view 



The New IATE – Search

Expanded 
search:
filter by 
domain/ 

collection

153 hits



Filter by domain

The New IATE – Search



Filter by domain -
results

The New IATE – Search

instead of 153



Filter by collection

The New IATE – Search



Filter by collection -
results

The New IATE – Search



The New IATE – Search by collection



The New IATE – Search by collection
Example:
climate



The New IATE – Search by collection

Example:
climate

in standard
view



The New IATE – Search by collection

In interpreters’ view:



Creating termbases by downloading from IATE



Creating termbases by downloading from IATE



Creating termbases by downloading from IATE

Example: termbase about digital operational resilience for the financial sector

DOWNLOAD

IN TBX OR CSV



Creating termbases by downloading from IATE

Filter by domain

CLICK HERE

TO ADD DOMAINS



Creating termbases by downloading from IATE

Filter by collection

SEARCH IN THE 

COLLECTIONS



Creating termbases by downloading from IATE

Example: termbase about digital operational resilience for the financial sector



The termbase 
downloaded in 

CSV

Creating termbases by downloading from IATE

Example: termbase about digital operational resilience for the financial sector



IATE statistics

The most recent statistics 
about IATE:

• +8 million terms

• nearly 1 million entries

• average of 1 million 
searches per week

https://iate.europa.eu/info/statistics/global


Terminology without Borders
• A new collaboration with 

universities

• All the resources, descriptions 
and resulting multilingual 
glossaries on the website 
https://yourterm.org

• 10 domains, 36 subprojects

• More than 20 partners

• Active and expanding 
collaborations in 3 continents 
(Europe, Asia and North 
America)

https://yourterm.org/
https://yourterm.org/


YourTerm Projects

Education

Food

Culture

Medicine

Environment



Coordination of the project
The project is coordinated by 

permanent staff members and trainees of 

TermCoord, specialised in terminology and 

communication,

with the assistance of a steering committee 

composed by participating Professors 

Regular remote meetings, a permanent 

online communication via a functional 

mailbox and a “Confluence” collaborative 

platform and forum to enable the constant 

cooperation and networking between the 

partners



The workflow of the projects
1. Creation of a corpus of relevant texts

2. Term extraction to create a glossary in any source language

3. Adding equivalents in several languages

4. Validation by experts

5. Publication in the website

6. Validation of the terms by the terminologists of the European 
Parliament and insertion as collections into IATE 

Each university department decides which parts of the 
workflow it wants to use, since this project has mainly an 

educative objective.



Universities suggest subprojects 
in the field of their interest

Example: YourTerm CULT
1) European Capital of Culture and Cultural Events Terminology 
2) Museums and Cultural Institutions
3) House of European History
4) Archaeology

1

2

3

4



The Toolbox

TermCoord suggests and 

presents in the website some 

tools to be used by the 

participants.

Among them, the application 

FAIRterm, created by the 

University of Padoua with the 

aim of aligning the 

multilingual glossaries

1

2 3

4 5



How to apply

Click on the Cooperation tab, 
then Collaboration,
and fill in the form
for a new terminology project

https://yourterm.org/collaboration/

https://yourterm.org/collaboration/


The Agreement with TermCoord

An online form for the
Academic Cooperation Agreement
is available for partners.
Anyway, TermCoord is also willing 
to sign any other form required by 
the Universities, if needed.

https://yourterm.org/academic-cooperation-agreement/#

https://yourterm.org/academic-cooperation-agreement/


Section 1: The Resource Centre



Terminology Resources – Example: YourTerm MED

In every project there is a collection of relevant resources to be 
used by the participants for the elaboration of their project, but 
also made accessible to the wide public surfing the website 
• Glossaries

 Cochrane Glossary (EN)
Glossaire des sigles (FR) - Hôpitaux de Toulouse
 Lexique des termes médicaux (FR) - Hôpitaux Universitaires Genève
OncoTerm (EN, ES) - LexiCon
Organ donation glossary (DE) - University of Heidelberg, Germany

• Databases
 TriMED (IT, EN, FR)
Varimed (EN, ES) - LexiCon

• Dictionaries 
Dictionnaire médical de l’Académie de Médecine – ver 2020 (FR) Académie nationale de Médecine

https://community.cochrane.org/glossary
https://www.chu-toulouse.fr/-glossaire-des-sigles-
https://www.hug-ge.ch/guide-pour-familles-unite-onco-hematologie/lexique-termes-medicaux
https://www.ugr.es/~oncoterm/
https://termcoord.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Organspende_addTerm_DE.xls
http://purl.org/TriMED
http://varimed.ugr.es/
http://dictionnaire.academie-medecine.fr/index.php


Section 2: Collaborations

A short description 
of the project, 
working 
languages, logo of 
the University



Section 2: Collaborations

Bio and 
background of the 

Professor,
names of the 
participating

students



Section 3: terminology work
The terminology tables produced by the Universities and revised by experts are 
published on the website and with the aim of gradually enriching the 
multilingual glossary.
They are also inserted into IATE as separate collections 

Example: Project MARE, Subproject “Maritime Safety and Ship Construction”



Watch a short video on the project 
and the workflow

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oFf-QlxmXog

